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Predicting the DM Distribution with Simulations



  

General Framework of Structure Formation



  

The Initial Conditions for Simulations



  

The Composition of the Universe

input for structure formation 
simulations: model DM, DE, atoms



  

Simulations of Milky Way-like DM Halos



  



  

zoom-in simulations of an individual  
Milky Way-like DM halo:

different resolution levels

Springel+ 2008



  

Springel+ 2008



  

Simulation Details

Springel+ 2008



  

Spherically Averaged Density Profiles of DM Halos

DM halos have a nearly universal 
spherically averaged density profile:

-1 to -3 logarithmic slope

Springel+ 2008

very well converged



  

Density Profiles: Empirical Fitting Functions

NFW:

Einasto:

Navarro+ 2010



  

Density Profiles: Empirical Fitting Functions

generally NFW provides 
excellent fits; except for inner 
parts, where Einasto profiles 
have smaller residuals

Navarro+ 2010



  

nested levels of subhalos: 
a generic prediction of CDM

Springel+ 2008



  

Subhalo Abundance

subhalo mass function has a slope 
close to -2; slightly shallower; 
extrapolate → annihilation boost

Springel+ 2008



  

Velocity Dispersion Profile

CDM halos also have generic velocity 
dispersion profiles

Navarro+ 2010



  

Direct Detection:

Indirect Detection:

DM Detection

phase-space structure of CDM halos is 
important for DM detection experiments: 
input from DM simulations



  

Local Velocity Distribution at Solar Circle

predicted local velocity distribution is not 
Maxwellian like in standard halo model includes imprints of halo formation history

Vogelsberger+ 2009



  

sample of six different halos: all have 
individually different local DM velocity 
distributions

Vogelsberger+ 2009

DM ‘Astronomy’?



  

Annual Modulation Signal

predicted annual modulation signal: 
mock the motion of earth

Vogelsberger+ 2009



  

Axion Spectra

mock axion spectra

Vogelsberger+ 2009



  

Annihilation Signal

Springel+ 2008



  

DM Simulation Methods: A brief Overview



  

→ a Milky Way-like halo has of the order of 1067 individual DM particles

→ they do not scatter locally / move smoothly under their collective gravitational potential

→ describe the system of DM particles in terms of a distribution function:

→ DM dynamics can then be described by the Poisson-Vlasov equations:

Description of DM



  

Task: Solve the Poisson-Vlasov equation → DM distribution known

Task: Poisson-Vlasov equation is a ordinary PDE → we know how to solve those

real space density derived 
from distribution function

Solving the Poisson-Vlasov Equation



  

→7 independent variables (3 coordinates, 3 velocities, time)

→ put a fine grid on top of computational domain

→ example: halo with virial radius ~ 200 kpc/h; velocity dispersion ~ 200 km/s

→ resolve small scales in velocity (1 km/s) and space (1 kpc)

→ we need a grid with 2003 x 2003 = 64 trillion grid cells

→ assume we store 1 float = (4 x 1 = 4 Bytes) per grid cell

→ 64 x 1012 x 4 Bytes ~ 0.25 PetaByte

→ for a two times finer grid ~ 2 PetaByte 

requires 2 PetaByte = 2,000 TB = 2,000,000 GB RAM

Brute Force

assuming 2GB per core: requires 1,000,000 processors



  

top500.org (June)



  

impractical for state-of-the-art simulations



  

→ use a Monte Carlo approach instead

→ suits the problem very well, because most of phase-space is empty for CDM

CDM occupies
thin 3-dimensional

hyper-surface 
in phase-space

a simple grid
covers mostly

empty phase-space

Phase-Space Structure of CDM



  

→ discretize in terms of N simulation particles, which sample distribution function

→ follow the equation of motion of these sample particles

→ N is much smaller than the 'real' N

→ this low N can cause large-angle particle scatterings and formation of bound pairs

→ add softening to avoid these effects

→ softening to mimic collisionless system evolving according to Poisson-Vlasov

softening

equation of motion for particle i

collective
potential

Monte Carlo Approach



  

→ small particle mass to resolve details

→ large volume for representative volume

Task: Solve the N-body problem

→ how to compute the gravitational forces efficiently and accurately?

the more particles
the better

Monte Carlo Approach



  

N summation terms per particle
N2 summations per time step

complexity O(N2)

Direct Summation



  

→ Poisson's equation can be solved in real-space by a convolution integral:

→ In Fourier-space, the convolution becomes a simple multiplication:

→ solve for the potential in Fourier-space and finite differencing to get force field

convolution of density field 
with Green's function

PM algorithm:
● density assignment (particles to mesh)
● computation of potential field
● computation of force field
● force assignment (mesh to particles)

make use of parallel FFT to 
efficiently carry out the two 

Fourier transformations

Particle Mesh Methods



  

Task: finite differencing of the potential on the mesh to get forces on the mesh

replace gradient with
finite differencing on mesh

2nd order

3rd order

Task: interpolate force field back to particle positions

force calculated 
for each particle

Particle Mesh Methods



  

Task: increase force resolution beyond mesh scale  → increase dynamic range

→ do a direct summation at the mesh scale

→ this increases resolution

→ increases dynamic range a lot

→ can get slow if clustering starts (O(N2))

Particle-Particle PM Method (P3M)



  

→ additional smaller meshes for small scales

→ use refinement criteria

Mesh Refinement



  

Task: efficient force calculation without mesh and FFT

→ pure particle-particle calculation suffers from poor O(N2) scaling

→ i.e. each particle has to calculate a pairwise force with N other particles

→ is there a more efficient way to do this approximately but still accurate enough?

Tree-Algorithm



  

Task: push time complexity to O(N log(N))

→ put particle in an Oct-Tree structure

→ walk the tree for force calculation

→ open nodes based on 'distance' to target particle (Barnes-Hut criterion)

Tree-Algorithm

[Springel]



  

Task: combine the advantages of tree algorithms and mesh-based schemes

→ split the potential of single particles in Fourier space into long- and short-range

→ compute both parts separately with the PM and TREE algorithms

→ short-range with TREE and long-range with PM

split in short- 
and long-range

FFT solve in real 
space

with modified 
TREE

TREE

PM solve with PM 
method

● mass assignment
● FFT forward
● multiply with Green's function
● FFT backward
● finite difference force
● interpolate force to particles

Tree-Algorithm



  

→ erfc(x) drops very quickly: erfc(2.5)~10-4

→ real space only needs to be calculated in vicinity of particle

→ walk tree only in vicinity of particle, no long-range contribution

→ long-range contribution comes from PM part

advantages:
● accurate and fast long-range force
● high resolution on small scales 

TREE-PM scheme used for many state-of-the-art simulations:
Millennium (1,2,XXL), Aquarius, Phoenix, Illustris, IllustrisTNG, Eagle, 
FIRE, ...

Tree-Algorithm

[Springel]



  

force 
split 
scale

short
range

long
range

Tree-Algorithm

[Springel]



  

→ sort particles along a fractal Peano-Hilbert curve

→ chop curve for domain decomposition

[Springel]

Parallelization



  

[Springel]

Parallelization



  

Beyond N-Body Methods



  

multi-stream 
region with 
caustics at 
boundary

implications for DM detection experiments?

The fine-grained phase-space structure of CDM



  

augment N-body equations with geodesic deviation equation

Geodesic Deviation Equation: Resolving the Fine-Grained Structure

Vogelsberger+ 2007



  

caustic crossing maps 
of a Milky Way-like halo

Vogelsberger+ 2011

only smooth main halo:
DM streams in phase-space



  

caustic crossing maps
near subhalos

Vogelsberger+ 2011
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